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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RECORDING ADDRESS INFORMATION ON DISC MEDIUM

(57) In step S1, the address generator generates
address information composed of a sync signal which
is recorded on an optical disc, address data and an error
correction code for the address data, pre-encodes and
supplies it to a modulator. At the same time, a carrier
signal generator generates a carrier signal which is to
carry the address information, and supplies it to the
modulator. In step S2, the modulator makes MSK mod-
ulation of the carrier signal supplied from the carrier sig-
nal generator on the basis of the pre-encoded address
information supplied from the address generator, and
supplies a resultant MSK modulation signal to a wob-
bling unit. In step S3, the wobbling unit forms, on the
optical disc, a spiral groove wobbled adaptively to the
MSK modulation signal supplied from the modulator. In
this optical disc, a given address can be accessed quick-
ly and accurately.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a re-
cording method and apparatus, a reproducing method
and apparatus, recording medium, program and a disc
medium, and more particularly to a method of, and ap-
paratus for, recording address information as wobbles
of a groove to a disc medium, a method of, and appa-
ratus for, reproducing address information recorded as
wobbles of a groove on a disc medium, a recording me-
dium having recorded therein a program for the address
information recording and reproduction, the program,
and a disc medium having such a groove formed ther-
eon.

Background Art

[0002] Heretofore, a disc medium such as an optical
disc, magnetic disc, magneto-optical disc or the like has
a spiral groove formed thereon for the purpose of track-
ing. It is already known to record address information by
wobbling the groove adaptively to the address informa-
tion.
[0003] For example, a CD-R (compact disc - Record-
able) and MD (mini-disc) has formed thereon a spiral
groove wobbled adaptively to an FM-modulated carrier
signal (will be referred to as "FM modulation signal"
hereunder) on the basis of address information. With the
wobbles of the groove adaptively to the FM modulation
signal, however, address information cannot be detect-
ed with a high accuracy and a given address cannot be
accessed with a high accuracy when recording data to
a disc medium and for reproducing data recorded in a
disc medium. Therefore, for recording data to a disc me-
dium, a very large link area (where no data is to be writ-
ten) has to be provided before and after the data, which
leads to a waste use of the recording area of the disc
medium.

Disclosure of the Invention

[0004] Accordingly, the present invention has an ob-
ject to overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks of the
related art by providing a recording apparatus and meth-
od, reproducing apparatus and method, recording me-
dium, program and a disc medium, which make it pos-
sible to access a given address quickly and accurately
through accurate reproduction of address information.
[0005] The above object can be attained by providing
an apparatus for recording address information to a disc
medium, the apparatus including according to the
present invention:

means for generating address information com-
posed of a sync signal including a plurality of sync
unit patterns, address data and an error correction

code for the address data;
means for making MSK modulation of a carrier sig-
nal correspondingly to the address information gen-
erated by the address information generating
means to generate an MSK modulation signal; and
means for forming, on the disc medium, a spiral
groove wobbled adaptively to the MSK modulation
signal generated by the modulating means.

[0006] In the above recording apparatus, an optical
disc may be used as the disc medium. Also, the modu-
lating means may generate an MSK modulation signal
consisting of a non-modulated part and a modulated
part by making MSK modulation of the carrier signal cor-
respondingly to the address information generated by
the address information generating means. The fre-
quency of the non-modulated part of the MSK modula-
tion signal may be the same as that of the carrier signal
while the frequency of the modulated part of the MSK
modulation may be 1.5 times higher than that of the car-
rier signal. Also, correspondingly to 1-bit data "0" of the
address information, the modulating means may gener-
ate an MSK modulation signal having a non-modulated
part and modulated part allocated in a first order, and
correspondingly to 1-bit data "1" of the address informa-
tion, and an MSK modulation signal of a second pattern
having a non-modulated part and modulated part allo-
cated in a second order.
[0007] Also, the above object can be attained by pro-
viding a method for recording address information to a
disc medium, the method including, according to the
present invention:

a generating step of generating address information
composed of a sync signal including a plurality of
sync unit patterns, address data and an error cor-
rection code for the address data;
a modulation step of making MSK modulation of a
carrier signal correspondingly to the address infor-
mation generated by the address information gen-
erating means to generate an MSK modulation sig-
nal; and
a forming step of forming, on the disc medium, a
spiral groove wobbled adaptively to the MSK mod-
ulation signal generated by the modulating means.

[0008] Also, the above object can be attained by pro-
viding a recording medium having a computer-readable
program for recording address information to a disc me-
dium, the program including, according to the present
invention:

a generating step of generating address information
composed of a sync signal including a plurality of
sync unit patterns, address data and an error cor-
rection code for the address data;
a modulation step of making MSK modulation of a
carrier signal correspondingly to the address infor-
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mation generated by the address information gen-
erating means to generate an MSK modulation sig-
nal; and
a forming step of forming, on the disc medium, a
spiral groove wobbled adaptively to the MSK mod-
ulation signal generated by the modulating means.

[0009] Also, the above object can be attained by pro-
viding a program for causing a computer, which controls
operations for recording address information to a disc
medium, to execute, according to the present invention:

a generating step of generating address information
composed of a sync signal including a plurality of
sync unit patterns, address data and an error cor-
rection code for the address data;
a modulation step of making MSK modulation of a
carrier signal correspondingly to the address infor-
mation generated by the address information gen-
erating means to generate an MSK modulation sig-
nal; and
a forming step of forming, on the disc medium, a
spiral groove wobbled adaptively to the MSK mod-
ulation signal generated by the modulating means.

[0010] Also, the above object can be attained by pro-
viding an apparatus for reproducing an address on a
disc medium on the basis of wobbles of a groove formed
on the disc medium, the apparatus including according
to the present invention:

radiating means for radiating laser light to the disc
medium;
return light detecting means for detecting return
light from the disc medium to generate a return light
signal corresponding to the return light thus detect-
ed;
wobbling signal generating means for generating a
wobbling signal corresponding to the wobbles of the
groove on the basis of the return light signal gener-
ated by the return light detecting means;
extracting means for extracting an MSK modulation
signal by removing a noise component from the
wobbling signal generated by the wobbling signal
generating means;
demodulating means for demodulating the MSK
modulation signal to recover address information
composed of a sync signal including a plurality of
sync unit patterns, address data and an error cor-
rection code for the address data;
sync unit pattern detecting means for detecting at
least one of the plurality of sync unit patterns includ-
ed in the sync signal in the address information re-
covered by the demodulating means;
acquiring means for acquiring the address data and
error correction code for the address data from the
address information on the basis of the position of
the sync unit pattern detected by the sync unit pat-

tern detecting means; and
reproducing means for reproducing the address on
the basis of the address data and the error correc-
tion code for the address data, acquired by the ac-
quiring means.

[0011] Note that in this address information reproduc-
ing apparatus, an optical disc can be used as the disc
medium.
[0012] Also, the above object can be attained by pro-
viding a method for reproducing an address on a disc
medium on the basis of wobbles of a groove formed on
the disc medium, the method including, according to the
present invention:

a radiating step of radiating laser light to the disc
medium;
a return light detecting step of detecting return light
from the disc medium to generate a return light sig-
nal corresponding to the return light thus detected;
a wobbling signal generating step of generating a
wobbling signal corresponding to the wobbles of the
groove on the basis of the return light signal gener-
ated in the return light detecting step;
an extracting step of extracting an MSK modulation
signal by removing a noise component from the
wobbling signal generated in the wobbling signal
generating step;
a demodulating step of demodulating the MSK mod-
ulation signal to recover address information com-
posed of a sync signal including a plurality of sync
unit patterns, address data and an error correction
code for the address data;
a sync unit pattern detecting step of detecting at
least one of the plurality of sync unit patterns includ-
ed in the sync signal in the address information re-
covered in the demodulating step;
an acquiring step of acquiring the address data and
error correction code for the address data from the
address information on the basis of the position of
the sync unit pattern detected in the sync unit pat-
tern detecting step; and
a reproducing step of reproducing the address on
the basis of the address data and the error correc-
tion code for the address data, acquired in the ac-
quiring step.

[0013] Also, the above object can be attained by pro-
viding a recording medium having recorded therein a
computer-readable program including, according to the
present invention:

a radiating step of radiating laser light to the disc
medium;
a return light detecting step of detecting return light
from the disc medium to generate a return light sig-
nal corresponding to the return light thus detected;
a wobbling signal generating step of generating a
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wobbling signal corresponding to the wobbles of the
groove on the basis of the return light signal gener-
ated in the return light detecting step;
an extracting step of extracting an MSK modulation
signal by removing a noise component from the
wobbling signal generated in the wobbling signal
generating step;
a demodulating step of demodulating the MSK mod-
ulation signal to recover address information com-
posed of a sync signal including a plurality of sync
unit patterns, address data and an error correction
code for the address data;
a sync unit pattern detecting step of detecting at
least one of the plurality of sync unit patterns includ-
ed in the sync signal in the address information re-
covered in the demodulating step;
an acquiring step of acquiring the address data and
error correction code for the address data from the
address information on the basis of the position of
the sync unit pattern detected in the sync unit pat-
tern detecting step; and
a reproducing step of reproducing the address on
the basis of the address data and the error correc-
tion code for the address data, acquired in the ac-
quiring step.

[0014] Also, the above object can be attained by pro-
viding a program for causing a computer, which controls
operations for reproducing an address on a disc medium
on the basis of wobbles of a groove formed on the disc
medium, to execute, according to the present invention:

a radiating step of radiating laser light to the disc
medium;
a return light detecting step of detecting return light
from the disc medium to generate a return light sig-
nal corresponding to the return light thus detected;
a wobbling signal generating step of generating a
wobbling signal corresponding to the wobbles of the
groove on the basis of the return light signal gener-
ated in the return light detecting step;
an extracting step of extracting an MSK modulation
signal by removing a noise component from the
wobbling signal generated in the wobbling signal
generating step;
a demodulating step of demodulating the MSK mod-
ulation signal to recover address information com-
posed of a sync signal including a plurality of sync
unit patterns, address data and an error correction
code for the address data;
a sync unit pattern detecting step of detecting at
least one of the plurality of sync unit patterns includ-
ed in the sync signal in the address information re-
covered in the demodulating step;
an acquiring step of acquiring the address data and
error correction code for the address data from the
address information on the basis of the position of
the sync unit pattern detected in the sync unit pat-

tern detecting step; and
a reproducing step of reproducing the address on
the basis of the address data and the error correc-
tion code for the address data, acquired in the ac-
quiring step.

[0015] The disc medium according to the present in-
vention has formed thereon a spiral groove wobbled
adaptively to an MSK modulation signal corresponding
to address information composed of a sync signal in-
cluding a plurality of sync unit patterns, address data
and an error correction code for the address data. It
should be noted that an optical disc may be used as the
disc medium.
[0016] In the above address information recording ap-
paratus and method and program, there are generated
address information composed of the sync signal includ-
ing the plurality of sync unit patterns, address data and
an error correction code for the address data, and a car-
rier signal is MSK-modulated correspondingly to the ad-
dress information thus generated, to thereby generate
an MSK modulation signal. Further, the groove wobbled
adaptively to the MSK modulation signal thus generated
is formed on a disc medium.
[0017] In the above address information reproducing
apparatus and method and program, laser light is radi-
ated to a disc medium, return light from the disc medium
is detected, a return light signal is generated corre-
sponding to the return light, and a wobbling signal cor-
responding to the wobbles of the groove is generated
on the basis of the return light signal thus generated, a
noise component is removed from the wobbling signal
thus generated and an MSK modulation signal is ex-
tracted. Also, the MSK modulation signal thus extracted
is demodulated to recover address information com-
posed of a sync signal including a plurality of sync unit
patterns, address data and an error correction code for
the address data. Further, at least one of the sync unit
patterns included in the sync signal of the address in-
formation thus recovered is detected, the address data
and error correction code for the address data are ac-
quired from the address information on the basis of the
position of the sync unit pattern thus detected, and an
address is reproduced based on the address data and
error correction code for the address data, thus ac-
quired.
[0018] Also, the above object can be attained by pro-
viding a disc medium having formed thereon according
to the present invention, a spiral groove wobbled adap-
tively to an MSK modulation signal corresponding to ad-
dress information composed of a sync signal including
a plurality of sync unit patterns, address data and error
correction code for the address data.
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Brief Description of the Drawings

[0019]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the address recording
apparatus according to the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a plan view of an optical disc having a spiral
groove formed thereon.
FIG. 3 is a plan view showing how the grooves are
wobbled.
FIG. 4 shows an MSK modulation signal composed
of a non-modulated part and modulated part.
FIG. 5 shows how the groove is wobbled corre-
spondingly to a monotone bit and ADIP bit.
FIG. 6 shows the configuration of address informa-
tion (ADIP) corresponding to a write-read cluster
RUB.
FIG. 7 shows the configuration of an 8-bit sync part.
FIGS. 8A to 8D show four types of sync unit patterns
included in the sync part.
FIG. 9 shows the configuration of a 75-bit data part.
FIGS. 10A and 10B show two different ADIP unit
patterns.
FIG. 11 explains an error correction code for ad-
dress data.
FIG. 12 shows a flow of operations made in record-
ing an address in the address recording apparatus.
FIG. 13 is a block diagram of an optical disc drive
for reproducing address information from an optical
disc.
FIGS. 14A to 14H explain together how a DMSK
modulation signal is demodulated by the wobbling
circuit.
FIGS. 15A to 15H explain together how a GMSK
modulation signal is demodulated by the wobbling
circuit

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0020] The recording apparatus and method, repro-
ducing apparatus and method, recording medium, pro-
gram and disc medium, according to the present inven-
tion will be described herebelow with reference to the
accompanying drawings. The address recording appa-
ratus according to the present invention is constructed
as shown in FIG. 1. During production of an optical disc
5, the apparatus forms, on the optical disc 5, a groove
G having a spiral form intended for tracking as shown
in FIG. 2 and wobbled adaptively to address information
as shown in FIG. 3.
[0021] As shown, the address recording apparatus
according to the present invention includes an address
generator 1. The address generator 1 generates ad-
dress information indicating the position of address data
and which is composed of a sync signal, address data
and an error correction code (ECC) for the address data,
pre-encodes and supplies it to a modulator 3. The ad-
dress recording apparatus includes also a carrier signal

generator 2 to generate a carrier signal x(t) (= cosθ(t))
which is to carry the address information, and supplies
the signal to the modulator 3.
[0022] The modulator 3 is provided to make MSK
(minimum shift keying) modulation of a carrier signal (as
shown in FIG. 4A) supplied from the carrier signal gen-
erator 2, correspondingly to the pre-encoded address
information supplied from the address generator 1, and
supplies a resultant MSK modulation signal (as shown
in FIGS. 4B to 4D) to a wobbling unit 4. It should be
noted that the MSK modulation may be DMSK (differ-
ential minimum shift keying) modulation or GDMSK
(Gausian filtered difference minimum shift keying) mod-
ulation.
[0023] Of the MSK modulation signal, a part for one
cycle (will be referred to as "one wobble" hereunder),
having the same frequency as that of the carrier signal
as shown in FIG. 4B, corresponds to a code "0" of the
pre-encoded address information. Also, of the MSK
modulation signal, a part for 1.5 cycles (equal to one
wobble of the carrier signal), having a frequency 1.5
times higher than that of the carrier signal, corresponds
to a code "1" of the address information, as shown in
FIG. 4C. Therefore, the MSK modulation signal as
shown in FIG. 4D for example corresponds to a code
"1010" of the pre-encoded address information.
[0024] Of the MSK modulation signal, a part having
the same frequency as that of the carrier signal will be
referred to as "non-modulated part" hereunder. Also, of
the MSK modulation signal, a part having a frequency
1.5 times higher than that of the carrier signal will be
referred to as "modulated part" hereunder. It should also
be noted that the frequency of a modulated part will be
described using a number of wobbles of a correspond-
ing non-modulated part.
[0025] The wobbling unit 4 forms, on the optical disc
5, a spiral groove wobbled according to an MSK modu-
lation signal supplied from the modulator 3.
[0026] Note that as shown in FIG. 5, address informa-
tion of 1 bit is classified into a monotone bit including a
first signal for 42 wobbles, and an ADIP (address in pre-
groove) bit or the like including a second signal for 42
wobbles.
[0027] The address recording apparatus further in-
cludes a controller 6 to control a drive 7 to read a control
program from a magnetic disc 8, optical disc 9, magne-
to-optical disc 10 or a semiconductor memory 11, and
then control the entire address recording apparatus on
the basis of the control program thus read.
[0028] FIG. 6 shows the configuration of address in-
formation recorded correspondingly to a write-read clus-
ter RUB (recording unit block) of the optical disc 5. Two
pieces of address information (ADIP) are recorded in the
read-write cluster RUB. Each piece of address informa-
tion is of 83 bits of which 8 bits are for a sync part (SYNC)
indicating a sync signal, and 75 bits are for a data part
indicating address data and ECC for the address data.
[0029] FIG. 7 shows the configuration of a sync part
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of 8 bits. As shown, the sync part is composed of four
sync blocks "1" to "4" each including a monotone bit and
a sync bit.
[0030] As shown in FIGS. 8A to 8D, a sync bit (for 42
wobbles) is composed of a sync unit for 14 wobbles in-
cluding the second signal and a monotone for 28 wob-
bles (first signal).
[0031] FIGS. 8A to 8D show wobbles for sync blocks
"1" to "4", namely, an MSK modulation signal.
[0032] The sync unit in the sync block "1" is formed
as wobbles indicating a first sync unit pattern
"10101010000000" as shown in FIG. 8A. The sync unit
in the sync block "2" is formed as wobbles indicating a
second sync unit pattern "10100010100000" as shown
in FIG. 8B. The sync unit in the sync block "3" is formed
as wobbles indicating a third sync unit pattern
"10100000101000" as shown in FIG. 8C. The sync unit
in the sync block "4" is formed as wobbles indicating a
fourth sync unit pattern "10100000001010" as shown in
FIG. 8D.
[0033] The sync part of 8 bits will include all the
above-mentioned first to fourth sync unit patterns. For
reproducing address information, when at least one of
the first to fourth sync unit patterns can be reproduced,
the position of the sync part, that is, the address infor-
mation, can accurately be determined.
[0034] FIG. 9 shows the configuration of the 75-bit da-
ta part. As will be seen from FIG. 9, the data part in-
cludes fifteen ADIP blocks "1" to "15" each composed
of a monotone bit and four ADIP bits.
[0035] As shown in FIG. 10A, one monotone bit form-
ing a part of each ADIP block consists of a non-modu-
lated part for 42 wobbles. FIG. 10B shows that one of
the four ADIP bits forming each ADIP block consists of
an ADIP unit for 6 wobbles including a modulated part,
and a non-modulated part for 36 wobbles.
[0036] The ADIP unit for 6 wobbles including the mod-
ulated part includes first and second ADIP unit patterns.
[0037] The ADIP unit in the ADIP bit, equivalent to
1-bit digital data "1" in the address data in the address
information, consists of the first ADIP unit pattern
"101000". Also, the ADIP unit in the ADIP bit, equivalent
to 1-bit digital data "0" in the address data in the address
information consists of the second ADIP unit pattern
"001010".
[0038] FIG. 11 shows address data and an ECC for
the address data. As shown, an ECC (parity) of 32 bits
(= 8 nibbles) is added to address data of 28 bits (= 7
nibbles). It should be noted that the 28-bit address data
includes a 20-bit RUB number, 2-bit RUB address
number, 2-bit information for a multilayer disc and a four
reserved bits. The error correction method is the nibble-
based Reed-Solomon Coding RS (15, 7, 9).
[0039] Referring now to FIG. 12, there is illustrates in
the form of a flow chart operations made for recording
of address information in the address recording appa-
ratus according to the present invention. The address
recording will be described below with reference to FIG.

12.
[0040] In step S1 shown in FIG. 12, the address gen-
erator 1 generates address information which is to be
recorded to the optical disc 5 and composed of a sync
signal, address data and an ECC for the address data,
pre-encodes the address information and supplies it to
the modulator 3. At the same time, the carrier signal gen-
erator 2 generates a carrier signal which is to carry the
address information, and supplies the signal to the mod-
ulator 3.
[0041] In step S2, the modulator 3 makes MSK mod-
ulation of the carrier signal supplied from the carrier sig-
nal generator 2 on the basis of the pre-encoded address
information supplied from the address generator 1, and
supplies a resultant MSK modulation signal to the wob-
bling unit 4.
[0042] Next in step S3, the wobbling unit 4 forms, on
the optical disc 5, a spiral groove wobbled adaptively to
the MSK modulation signal supplied from the modulator
3.
[0043] With the above address recording operations
made by the address recording apparatus, address in-
formation can be generated by including, in a sync sig-
nal, four different sync unit patterns any one of which
makes it possible to locate the sync signal when it can
be detected and there can be formed on the optical disc
5 a groove wobbled adaptively to an MSK modulation
signal corresponding to the address information thus
generated.
[0044] Thus it is possible to provide an optical disc 5
in which an address can be accessed with an extremely
high accuracy. Therefore, since no useless area such
as link area has to be provided in a data recording area,
an optical disc 5 can be provided of which the data re-
cording area can be used effectively.
[0045] Referring now to FIG. 13, there is schematical-
ly illustrated in the form of a block diagram a concrete
example of the construction of an optical disc drive
which writes and reads arbitrary data to and from the
optical disc 5 having address information written as
wobbles of a groove thereon by the address recording
apparatus according to the present invention.
[0046] As shown in FIG. 13, the optical disc drive in-
cludes a control circuit 21 which controls components
of the optical disc drive according to a control program
recorded in a recording medium 22. More specifically,
the control circuit 21 controls the components of the op-
tical disc drive according to a write command supplied
from an external AV apparatus or the like (not shown)
via an AV interface 23 to write, to the optical disc 5, a
mark corresponding to recording data supplied from the
AV apparatus. Also, the control circuit 21 controls the
optical disc drive components to read a mark recorded
in the optical disc 5 according to a read command sup-
plied from the AV apparatus via the AV interface 23, re-
produce the recorded data, and supply it to the AV ap-
paratus via the AV interface 23.
[0047] The optical disc drive includes also a spindle
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circuit 24 to control the rotation of a spindle motor 26
according to a command from the control circuit 21, and
a servo circuit 25 to cause an optical pickup 27 to seek
an address specified by the control circuit 21 and control
the focus servo and tracking servo of the optical pickup
27 according to a focus error signal and tracking error
signal supplied from an optical head circuit 28. The spin-
dle motor 26 rotates the optical disc 5 under the control
of the spindle circuit 24.
[0048] The optical pickup 27 consists of a laser output
system, return line detecting system, biaxial actuator,
etc. For data recording, the optical pickup 27 is control-
led by the optical head circuit 28 to radiate laser light to
the optical disc 5, thereby forming a mark on the optical
disc 5. For data reproduction, the optical pickup 27 ra-
diate laser light onto the optical disc 5, detects return
light from the optical disc 5 and generate a correspond-
ing return light signal, and supplies it to the optical head
circuit 28.
[0049] For data recording, the optical head circuit 28
controls the laser output from the optical pickup 27 cor-
respondingly to a header signal or write-compensated
signal supplied from the write-read circuit 29. For data
reproduction, the optical head circuit 28 generates an
RF signal corresponding to an embossed pit and mark
recorded on the optical disc 5 on the basis of the return
light signal from the optical pickup 27, and supplies the
RF signal to the write-read circuit 29. Further, for data
reproduction, the optical head circuit 28 generates a fo-
cus error signal and tracking error signal on the basis of
the return light signal from the optical pickup 27, and
supplies it to the servo circuit 25 which will then generate
a pushpull (will be referred to as "pp" hereunder) signal.
The pp signal is supplied to a wobbling circuit 32.
[0050] For data recording, the write-read circuit 29 is
controlled by the control circuit 21 to make write com-
pensation of a signal supplied from a modem circuit 30
and supply the compensated signal to the optical head
circuit 28. For data reproduction, the write-read circuit
29 converts the RF signal from the optical head circuit
28 into binarized data and supplies the data to the mo-
dem circuit 30.
[0051] For data recording, the modem circuit 30 is
controlled by the control circuit 21 to modulate ECC-
added recording data supplied from an error correction
circuit 31 and supply the resultant signal to the write-
read circuit 29. For data reproduction, the modem circuit
30 demodulates the binarized data supplied from the
write-read circuit 29 and supplies the resultant read data
to the error correction circuit 31.
[0052] For data recording, the error correction circuit
31 is controlled by the control circuit 21 to add an error
correction code (ECC) to the recording data supplied
from the external AV apparatus or the like via the AV
interface 23, and supplies the data to the modem circuit
30. For data reproduction, the error correction circuit 31
corrects any error of read data supplied from the modem
circuit 30 on the basis of the ECC, and supplies the cor-

rected data to the external AV apparatus or the like via
the AV interface 23.
[0053] The wobbling circuit 32 generates and demod-
ulates a wobbling signal (equal to the MSK modulation
signal including a noise component) corresponding to
wobbles of a groove on the basis of the pp signal sup-
plied from the optical head circuit 28, and supplies the
recovered address information (including a sync signal,
address data and error correction code for the address
data) to a address decoder/timing generator (DEC/TG)
33.
[0054] The DEC/TG 33 detects the position of a sync
part by detecting at least one of the four different sync
unit patterns included in the sync part from the address
information supplied from the wobbling circuit 32, gen-
erates an address based on address data and ECC for
the address data included in a data part next to the sync
unit, and supplies the address to the control circuit 21.
Also, the DEC/TG 33 generates a timing signal on the
basis of the detected sync part, and supplies the timing
signal to various circuits in the optical disc drive via the
control circuit 21.
[0055] Next, how the wobbling circuit 32 recovers ad-
dress information by demodulating a wobbling signal will
be described with reference to FIGS. 14 and 15.
[0056] First, use of the DMSK modulation for the MSK
modulation will be described herebelow. Address infor-
mation as original data shown in FIG. 14A is made a
signal "Mod data" as shown in FIG. 14B by a differential
encoding as the pre-encoding, it is then subjected to
MSK modulation and recorded as an MSK modulation
(DMSK modulation) signal as shown in FIG. 14C on the
optical disc 5.
[0057] The wobbling circuit 32 generates a wobbling
signal (DMSK modulation signal including a noise com-
ponent) from the pp signal, and extracts a carrier signal
as shown in FIG. 14D from the wobbling signal. Then,
the wobbling circuit 32 generates a signal "Demod out"
as shown in FIG. 14E by multiplying the wobbling signal
by the carrier signal, removes the noise component from
the signal by means of an incorporated lowpass filter or
the like to generate a signal "LPF out" as shown in FIG.
14F.
[0058] Note that the factor of the lowpass filter (e.g.,
27-tap FIR filter) incorporated in the wobbling circuit 32
is as follows by way of example. The sampling frequen-
cy is eight times higher then the wobbling frequency.

-0.000640711
-0.000865006
0.001989255
0.009348803
0.020221675
0.03125
0.040826474
0.050034929
0.05852149
0.065960023
0.072064669
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0.076600831
0.079394185
0.080337385 (center)
0.079394185
0.076600831
0.072064669
0.065960023
0.05852149
0.050034929
0.040826474
0.03125
0.020221675
0.009348803
0.001989255
-0.000865006
-0.000640711

[0059] Further, the wobbling circuit 32 binarizes the
signal "LPF out" to provide a signal "Demod data" as
shown in FIG. 14G. This signal is subjected to NRZ con-
version to recover a signal (pre-encoded address infor-
mation) as shown in FIG. 14H.
[0060] Next, use of the GDMSK modulation for the
MSK modulation will be described. Address information
as original data shown in FIG. 14A is made a signal as
shown in FIG. 15A by a differential encoding as the pre-
encoding, the resultant signal is passed through a Gau-
sian filter to provide a signal "Mod data" as shown in
FIG. 15B, and then the signal "Mod data" is subjected
to DMSK modulation and recorded as an MSK modula-
tion (GDMSK modulation) signal as shown in FIG. 15C
on the optical disc 5.
[0061] The wobbling circuit 32 generates a wobbling
signal (GDMSK modulation signal including a noise
component) from the pp signal, and extracts a carrier
signal as shown in FIG. 15D from the wobbling signal
thus generated. Then, the wobbling circuit 32 generates
a signal "Demod out" as shown in FIG. 14E by multiply-
ing the wobbling signal by the carrier signal, removes
the noise component from the signal by means of an
incorporated lowpass filter or the like to generate a sig-
nal "LPF out" as shown in FIG. 14F.
[0062] Further, the wobbling circuit 32 binarizes the
signal "LPF out" to provide a signal "Demod data" as
shown in FIG. 15G. This signal is subjected to NRZ con-
version to recover a signal (pre-encoded address infor-
mation) as shown in FIG. 15H.
[0063] As having been described in the foregoing, the
optical disc drive can detect the position of a sync part
by detecting at least one of the four types of sync unit
patterns included in the sync part. Thus, it is possible to
acquire address data and ECC for the address data in-
cluded in a data part next to the sync part and generate
an address from the address data and ECC. So, it is
possible to improve the address error rate for reproduc-
tion of data and accurately access a given address on
the optical disc 5.
[0064] Also, according to the present invention, since
the second signal of the MSK modulation signal has a

frequency 1.5 times higher than that of the first signal
(carrier signal), the range of a frequency to be detected
in the wobbling circuit 32 is very narrow. Thus, the band-
width of a frequency to be reproduced can be narrowed.
Further, the S/N (signal-to-noise) ratio can be improved
for the error rate of an address to be lower.
[0065] Note that the present invention may be applied
for recording and reproducing address information to
and from the optical disc 5 as well as from disc-shaped
recording media of all types.
[0066] The aforementioned series of operations can
be carried out by a hardware, and also by a software. In
the latter case, a program forming the software is in-
stalled from a recording medium in a computer having
dedicated hardware for execution of the program or in
a general-purpose personal computer, for example,
which can execute various functions by installing a va-
riety of programs.
[0067] As shown in FIG. 1, the recording medium is
not only a package medium such as a magnetic disc 8
(including a floppy disc), optical disc 9 (CD-ROM (=
compact disc - read-only memory), DVD (digital versa-
tile disc), magneto-optical disc 10 (including mini disc
(MD)) or a semiconductor memory 11, distributed to the
users for serving the program and having the program
recorded therein, but a ROM or hard disc built in a com-
puter in advance and having the program recorded
therein.
[0068] Note that in the present invention, the steps of
describing the program to be recorded in a recording
medium include, of course, operations made time-seri-
ally in the described order of them, and also operations
made not time-serially but in parallel or individually.

Industrial Applicability

[0069] As having been described in the foregoing, the
address information recording apparatus and method
and the first program according to the present invention
are such that an MSK modulation signal is generated by
making MSK modulation of a carrier signal correspond-
ingly to address information composed of a sync signal
including a plurality of sync unit patterns, address data
and an error correction code of the address data and
there is formed a spiral groove wobbled adaptively to
the MSK modulation signal thus generated. Thus, it is
possible to record, to the disc medium, address infor-
mation which permits accurate detection of the position
of the sync signal.
[0070] Also, the address information reproducing ap-
paratus and method and the second program according
to the present invention are such that an MSK modula-
tion signal is extracted by removing a noise component
from a generated wobbling signal and the MSK modu-
lation signal thus extracted is demodulated to recover
address information composed of a sync signal includ-
ing a plurality of sync unit patterns, address data and an
error correction code of the address data. Thus, it is pos-
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sible to access a given address quickly and accurately.
[0071] Since the disc medium according to the
present invention has formed thereon a spiral groove
wobbled adaptively to an MSK modulation signal corre-
spondingly to address information composed of a sync
signal including a plurality of sync unit patterns, address
data and an error correction code of the address data,
it is possible to access a given address quickly and ac-
curately.

Claims

1. An apparatus for recording address information to
a disc medium, the apparatus comprising:

means for generating address information
composed of a sync signal including a plurality
of sync unit patterns, address data and an error
correction code for the address data;
means for making MSK modulation of a carrier
signal correspondingly to the address informa-
tion generated by the address information gen-
erating means to generate an MSK modulation
signal; and
means for forming, on the disc medium, a spiral
groove wobbled adaptively to the MSK modu-
lation signal generated by the modulating
means.

2. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein the
disc medium is an optical disc.

3. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein the
modulating means makes MSK modulation of the
carrier signal correspondingly to the address infor-
mation generated by the address information gen-
erating means to generate the MSK modulation sig-
nal composed of a non-modulated part and modu-
lated part.

4. The apparatus as set forth in claim 2, wherein the
non-modulated part of the MSK modulation signal
has the same frequency as that of the carrier signal
while the modulated part of the MSK modulation
signal has a frequency 1.5 times higher than that of
the carrier signal.

5. The apparatus as set forth in claim 2, wherein the
modulating means generates the MSK modulation
signal having the non-modulated part and modulat-
ed part allocated in a first order, correspondingly to
1-bit data "0" of the address information, and the
MSK modulation signal of a second pattern having
the non-modulated part and modulated part allocat-
ed in a second order, correspondingly to 1-bit data
"1" of the address information.

6. A method for recording address information to a
disc medium, the method comprising:

a generating step of generating address infor-
mation composed of a sync signal including a
plurality of sync unit patterns, address data and
an error correction code for the address data;
a modulation step of making MSK modulation
of a carrier signal correspondingly to the ad-
dress information generated by the address in-
formation generating means to generate an
MSK modulation signal; and
a forming step of forming, on the disc medium,
a spiral groove wobbled adaptively to the MSK
modulation signal generated by the modulating
means.

7. A recording medium having a computer-readable
program for recording address information to a disc
medium, the program comprising steps of:

a generating step of generating address infor-
mation composed of a sync signal including a
plurality of sync unit patterns, address data and
an error correction code for the address data;
a modulation step of making MSK modulation
of a carrier signal correspondingly to the ad-
dress information generated by the address in-
formation generating means to generate an
MSK modulation signal; and
a forming step of forming, on the disc medium,
a spiral groove wobbled adaptively to the MSK
modulation signal generated by the modulating
means.

8. A program for causing a computer, which controls
operations for recording address information to a
disc medium, to execute:

a generating step of generating address infor-
mation composed of a sync signal including a
plurality of sync unit patterns, address data and
an error correction code for the address data;
a modulation step of making MSK modulation
of a carrier signal correspondingly to the ad-
dress information generated by the address in-
formation generating means to generate an
MSK modulation signal; and
a forming step of forming, on the disc medium,
a spiral groove wobbled adaptively to the MSK
modulation signal generated by the modulating
means.

9. An apparatus for reproducing an address on a disc
medium on the basis of wobbles of a groove formed
on the disc medium, the apparatus comprising:

radiating means for radiating laser light to the
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disc medium;
return light detecting means for detecting return
light from the disc medium to generate a return
light signal corresponding to the return light
thus detected;
wobbling signal generating means for generat-
ing a wobbling signal corresponding to the wob-
bles of the groove on the basis of the return light
signal generated by the return light detecting
means;
extracting means for extracting an MSK modu-
lation signal by removing a noise component
from the wobbling signal generated by the wob-
bling signal generating means;
demodulating means for demodulating the
MSK modulation signal to recover address in-
formation composed of a sync signal including
a plurality of sync unit patterns, address data
and an error correction code for the address da-
ta;
sync unit pattern detecting means for detecting
at least one of the plurality of sync unit patterns
included in the sync signal in the address infor-
mation recovered by the demodulating means;
acquiring means for acquiring the address data
and error correction code for the address data
from the address information on the basis of the
position of the sync unit pattern detected by the
sync unit pattern detecting means; and
reproducing means for reproducing the ad-
dress on the basis of the address data and the
error correction code for the address data, ac-
quired by the acquiring means.

10. The apparatus as set forth in claim 9, wherein the
disc medium is an optical disc.

11. A method for reproducing an address on a disc me-
dium on the basis of wobbles of a groove formed on
the disc medium, the method comprising:

a radiating step of radiating laser light to the
disc medium;
a return light detecting step of detecting return
light from the disc medium to generate a return
light signal corresponding to the return light
thus detected;
a wobbling signal generating step of generating
a wobbling signal corresponding to the wobbles
of the groove on the basis of the return light sig-
nal generated in the return light detecting step;
an extraciting step of extracting an MSK mod-
ulation signal by removing a noise component
from the wobbling signal generated in the wob-
bling signal generating step;
a demodulating step of demodulating the MSK
modulation signal to recover address informa-
tion composed of a sync signal including a plu-

rality of sync unit patterns, address data and an
error correction code for the address data;
a sync unit pattern detecting step of detecting
at least one of the plurality of sync unit patterns
included in the sync signal in the address infor-
mation recovered in the demodulating step;
an aquiring step of acquiring the address data
and error correction code for the address data
from the address information on the basis of the
position of the sync unit pattern detected in the
sync unit pattern detecting step; and
a reproducing step of reproducing the address
on the basis of the address data and the error
correction code for the address data, acquired
in the acquiring step.

12. A recording medium having recorded therein a com-
puter-readable program comprising:

a radiating step of radiating laser light to the
disc medium;
a return light detecting step of detecting return
light from the disc medium to generate a return
light signal corresponding to the return light
thus detected;
a wobbling signal generating step of generating
a wobbling signal corresponding to the wobbles
of the groove on the basis of the return light sig-
nal generated in the return light detecting step;
an extraciting step of extracting an MSK mod-
ulation signal by removing a noise component
from the wobbling signal generated in the wob-
bling signal generating step;
a demodulating step of demodulating the MSK
modulation signal to recover address informa-
tion composed of a sync signal including a plu-
rality of sync unit patterns, address data and an
error correction code for the address data;
a sync unit pattern detecting step of detecting
at least one of the plurality of sync unit patterns
included in the sync signal in the address infor-
mation recovered in the demodulating step;
an aquiring step of acquiring the address data
and error correction code for the address data
from the address information on the basis of the
position of the sync unit pattern detected in the
sync unit pattern detecting step; and
a reproducing step of reproducing the address
on the basis of the address data and the error
correction code for the address data, acquired
in the acquiring step.

13. A program for causing a computer, which controls
operations for reproducing an address on a disc
medium on the basis of wobbles of a groove formed
on the disc medium, to execute steps of:

a radiating step of radiating laser light to the
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disc medium;
a return light detecting step of detecting return
light from the disc medium to generate a return
light signal corresponding to the return light
thus detected;
a wobbling signal generating step of generating
a wobbling signal corresponding to the wobbles
of the groove on the basis of the return light sig-
nal generated in the return light detecting step;
an extraciting step of extracting an MSK mod-
ulation signal by removing a noise component
from the wobbling signal generated in the wob-
bling signal generating step;
a demodulating step of demodulating the MSK
modulation signal to recover address informa-
tion composed of a sync signal including a plu-
rality of sync unit patterns, address data and an
error correction code for the address data;
a sync unit pattern detecting step of detecting
at least one of the plurality of sync unit patterns
included in the sync signal in the address infor-
mation recovered in the demodulating step;
an aquiring step of acquiring the address data
and error correction code for the address data
from the address information on the basis of the
position of the sync unit pattern detected in the
sync unit pattern detecting step; and
a reproducing step of reproducing the address
on the basis of the address data and the error
correction code for the address data, acquired
in the acquiring step.

14. A disc medium having formed thereon a spiral
groove wobbled adaptively to an MSK modulation
signal corresponding to address information com-
posed of a sync signal including a plurality of sync
unit patterns, address data and error correction
code for the address data

15. The disc medium as set forth in claim 14, wherein
the disc medium is an optical disc.
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